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1. Introduction 

1.1) 

1.2) 

1.3) 

1.4) 

1.5) 

1.6) 

1.7) 

1.8) 

l.Q) 

Consider the following examples: 

Would you like to hear another verse! 
I know twelve more (verses]. 

What is he going to do with that! 
[He is going to] catch fish (with that]. 

I will sweep the floors today and John (will sweep the floors] tomorrow. 

I asked for John's number not Mary's [number). 

Mary wants white roses for the occasion. 
John wants red [roses for the occasion]. 

Somebody came over last night - guess when (somebody came over last 

night]. 

John loves (sunflowers] and Mary hates, sunflowers. 

John loves sunflowers, and Mary [loves] John. 

John was on first (base] and succeeded in stealing second [base}. 
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(The first two examples are taken from Halliday and H3.San (1Q76).) These 

are all examples of ellipsis. Ellipsis is the omission of one or more words in sen

tence. Typically, this results in an incomplete grammatical construction of the 

sentence. Throughout this paper, words which are omitted will be bracketed . .As 

is apparent from these examples, there are many different forms of elliptical con

structions. Traditional linguistic theory distinguishes these forms according to 

their syntactic structure. For example, example 1.7 is classified as an instance of 

Right-node Raising and example 1.8, Gapping. Typically, ellipses which cross 

sentence boundaries, as in example 1.5, are not included in any category. 

In this paper, I propose a uniform processing strategy which handles most of 

these forms of ellipses. The existence of this strategy suggests the elimination or 

the traditional distinctions between the different kinds or ellipsis. In its place, a. 

much larger and more encompassing class or ellipsis is illustrated. This paper 

describes the class, and the uniform processing strategy applicable to it. The 

program which implements the processing strategy is illustrated with examples or 

its output. 
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2. Historical Treatment of Deletion 

Winograd ( IQ83) identifies three basic approaches to handling ellipsis. The 

first involves the inclusion of explicit rules for elliptical constituents. For exam

ple, the following small grammar could parse and produce ellipses in reduced sen-

tences like: 

2.1) John likes cake and Mary, cookies. 

S -> S Coordinator Reduced-S 
S -> :r··IP Verb NP NP 
Reduced-S -> NP ~'P 
Reduced-S -> Verb NP NP 

Unfortunately, this approach requires explicit rules for every kind of ellipsis. 

Also, it is incapable of handling embedded clauses. For whole phrase conjunc-

tion, however, this is an easily implementable partial solution. 

The second approach, used in ATN formalisms (Woods, 1Q77; Boguraev, 

IQ83) makes use of the previous history of constructions seen. It attempts to 

reparse from a conjunction, allowing during the reparse for elements along a path 

to be omitted. Among other problems, the algorithm is nondeterministic and fre

quently produces more than one possible parse or a given input. 

The third approach involves matching constituents to recover omitted items. 

Many systems use one form or another of this approach. One such system is the 

Linguistic String Parser (Sagar, 1Q81; Raze, 1Q76). The algorithm used in the 

Linguistic String Parser handles only inter-sentential "conjunction reduction", 

with no capacity for resolving ellipses which cross sentence boundaries. It cannot 

handle embedded clauses. It has special rules to handle cases where matching of 

constituents is not exact, and where matching does not begin directly after the 

conjunction. This system has no concern for the production of coordinate struc-

tures. 
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The LIFER system (Hendrix, 1g77) contains another example of this 

approach. In this system, there is no concern for the production of ellipses or the 

resolution of inter-sentential ellipsis. The mechanism is designed to facilitate 

repeated en try of requests from a database. Hence it is usef;jl only when dealing 

with sequences of requests, as in the following examples: 

2.2) Which ships have caP.tains! 

f
\Vhich] submarines !have captains]! 
Which submarines have] first-mates! 

The algorithm employed in the LIFER system forces a string of words to 

belong to the same semantic category as some string in the previous question. It 

depends heavily on the presence oC semantically based categories or the presence 

of specific case-frames to determine the "correct" meaning of the above sequences 

of requests. Thus a sequence like the following could not be resolved: 

2.3) Which ships have captains! 
Which [ships) have been assigned Cor duty this week! 

The algorithm fails here because "been assigned Cor duty this week" does 

not belong to the same class or objects as "captains". Using semantic categories 

to resolve ellipsis can be helpful especially when there is more than one possible 

syntactic interpretation. However, it should not be the only means by which 

inputs must match, or the system will fail to resolve many acceptable ellipses 

such as example 2.3 above. 

In a case like example 2.2 above, it is arguable whether the interpretations 

which are given are the ones a human might make. For example, the following 

exchange makes sense as well: 

2.4) Which ships have captains! 
[Which] first-mates [have captains]! 
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The system should have the capability to notice such potential ambiguity 

and perhaps notify the user. 

The XCALIBlJR Project (Carbonell d. al., 1983) admits to not being "a 

general linguistic solution to the ellipsis phenomenon". It is similar in motivation 

to the LIFER system described above. This mechanism operates by case-frame 

analysis, and makes no use of syntactic clues present in the inputs. It suffers 

from the drawbacks that affiict the above methods. 

Another system which uses some form or the matching or constituent 

approach is described in Grosz (Grosz, 1977). In her actual implementation, only 

fragmentary noun-phrases functioning as complete sentences may be resolved 

through syntactic and semantic matching with only the immediately preceding 

utterance. No inter-sentential ellipsis is resolved, or any other kind of deletion 

besides that occurring as the result of repeated questions. 

The system also bas the potential danger of producing ungrammatical 

ellipses. If the same rules were used to produce ellipses as understand them, the 

following questionable fragment might result. 

2.5) Who owns all anthracite coal mines in the U.S.? 
•Each natural gas pipeline! 

Although extensions to the system to include other forms or deletion such as 

verb-phrase deletion were discussed, it was also noted that performing such 

modifications would greatly increase the alternatives considered for these lower 

leYel constituents during the interpretation or an utterance. This increase in the 

number of alternatives considered presented prohibitive problems with the speed 

of resolution. 

The last system to be discussed is perhaps the most interesting. It has been 

developed by Huang (Huang, 1984), and is embedded in a definite clause 
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grammar (DCG) formalism based on PROLOG. Briefly, Huang's system makes 

use or PROLOG's pattern matching facilities by attempting to match consti-

tuents of conjuncts. \Vhen constituents in a clause of a conjunct are not present, 

they are "filled in'' by the corresponding constituents in the other clause of the 

conjunct. This is triggered when the normal or unconjugated form of a sentence 

parse fails. 

The usage of PROLOG's pattern matching facilities greatly simplifies the 

program needed to resolve ellipsis. Nonetheless, there are still many problems. 

First of all, the mechanism is only useful when dealing with inter-sentential 

ellipsis. Secondly, it is not clear how the mechanism could resolve ellipsis involv

ing multiple clauses. This is related to the general problem of embedding special 

conditions and constraints into the uniform PROLOG pattern matcher. Lastly, 

the DCG approach would reconstruct some sentences as illustrated below: 

2.6) She is writing to her parents today, and will again tomorrow. 

•She is writing to her parents today, and will writing to her parents 

again tomorrow. 

The algorithm's failure to process such sentences correctly is due to the 

inflexibility with which constituents must match. Constituents are matched 

exactly, without consideration or such things as proper tense and agreement. 

The above survey suggests that ellipsis is not a solved problem. The rest of 

this paper is an attempt to provide a fairly simple and straightforward yet gen

eral solution to the problem of understanding ellipses. 
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3. Classification or Elllpsla 

The class of ellipsis which the algorithm given in the next section can resolve 

is a class composed of explicit and implicit coordinate structures. Explicit coordi

nate structures have been hypothesized by some computational linguists (cf. 

Huang, 1984; Raze, 1976; Dik, 1958) to encompass traditional linguistic 

transformations such as Right-node Raising, Gapping, and VP-deletion. Explicit 

coordinate structures differ from implicit coordinate structures in that explicit 

coordinate structures contain an explicit coordinator in the input. Below is an 

example of an explicit and an implicit coordinate structure. 

Explicit Coordinate Structure: 

I like rice and ~ary, beans. 

Implicit Coordinate Structure: 

How do you get to school from here! 
How does John! 

This class of coordinated structures is the focus of the remainder of the 

paper. There are other kinds of phenomena which might be considered elliptical, 

but which are not included in the class of coordinated structures. This exclusion 

is motivated by the difference in proet!!ing !trategy which must be employed to 

understand the input. I isolate two additional classes of ellipses which cannot be 

resolved with the processing strategy used to resolve the class of coordinated 

structures. The first is the class of ellipses which arise as answers to questions, 

and the second is the class of ellipsis which involves the omission of words not 

literally (i.e., lexically) present anywhere in the discourse. 

The mechanisms used to understand answers to questions are different from 

those used to understand coordinate structures. In the case of coordinate struc-

tures, as we shall see from the next section, a match-and-insert process is used, 
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augmented with special linguistic heuristics to construct a new input capable of 

being analyzed by the natural language analyzer. In the case of question-answer 

pairs, the process of understanding the answer to the question involves determi

nation of empty functional slots in the sentence which corresponds to the ques

tion, and inserting the information obtained in the answer. 

The proposed differences in processing strategy to resolve coordinate struc

tures and question-answer pairs seems clear. This contrasts with the somewhat 

vaguer distinction between coordinate structures, where one of the coordinated 

clauses contains material which is used in understanding another coordinated 

clause, and the case of metonymy, where the material used to understand the 

ellipses is not necessarily literally present in the discourse. The following exam

ples are examples of this phenomena. 

3.1) Mary won the bronze in Sarajevo. 

3.2) Tom was on first, and succeeded in stealing second. 

3.3) John has a Picasso hanging in his bedroom. 

3.4) Mary went to Macy's and bought a Dior. 

The understanding mechanism which is to resolve these examples must have 

a method of determining from the 8Urrounding context what material must be 

present to understand the input. This would be a different kind of algorithm 

than an algorithm which looks to specific lexical items in the discourse as candi

dates for omitted material. 

One might suppose that all that would be needed to resolve these cases or 

metonymy is for a general algorithm to look in a record or the current context as 

opposed to a record of the current utterances for absent material. But this will 

not always yield a correct referent. 
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For example, consider sentence 3.3. Given that the system knows that 

"Picasso" is the name of a painter, it might incorrectly assume that this painter 

was hung on the wall. General knowledge or the situation and knowledge or pre

ferred ways of referring to some objects is needed to correctly interpret this sen

tence as referring to a painting done by Picasso. Simple syntactic matching 

would provide no such information. In sum, to determine what are appropriate 

candidates for the missing material, one must be able to distinguish relevant from 

irrelevant items. 

The distinction between ellipses and metonymy is sometimes blurred. How

ever, if a language understander can understand sentences like 3.3 and 3.4 

through knowledge or the domain or common ways or referencing items like 

paintings, the resolution mechanism for ellipses will not be needed. The same 

holds true for cases of conjoined subjects, or other conjoined parts-of-speech. For 

example, given: 

3.5) John and Mary are engaged. 

3.6) Mary greeted or dismissed the callers. 

In these two cases. the problem of understanding the combinatory or segre

gatory coordination is left as a problem Cor the natural language understander. 

To summarize the classification proposed in this section, it has been sug

gested that the class composed of explicit and implicit coordinate structures is 

fundamentally different with respect to processing strategies from other elliptical 

constructions. Some of these other constructions are ellipsis which arises as an 

answer in a question-answer pair, and certain kinds of metonymy, where items 

are referred to which are not lexically present in the discourse. 
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•· Algorithm to Resolve Coordinated Deletions 

In Section 2, we saw how previously proposed solutions to the resolution of 

ellipsis had certain drawbacks. The main problems can be summarized as fol

lows: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

No generality or breadth in the solutions - some systems only understand 

sequences of questions, others only understand inter-sentential gapping. 

Results which are ambiguous - one input may lead to many possible 

interpretations. 

Incorrect interpretations of inputs resulting from inflexible matching 

processes which ignore tense and agreement. 

No concern for the detection of ungrammatical ellipsis. 

No concern for the production of ellipses in general. 

In this section, I give an English language description of heuristics to be 

applied to interpret and to produce coordinated ellipses. The algorithm to be 

described addresses all of the above problems. It is a general solution which can 

resolve sequences of questions, inter-sentential ellipsis, and other forms which 

ellipses may occur in. Separate heuristics may be applied to govern the produc

tion of ellipsis. These heuristics make detection of ungrammatical inputs possible. 

This gives the analyzer the option of flagging the user when an input is poten

tially inherently ambiguous or ungrammatical. In addition. these heuristics help 

to ensure that no ungrammatical ellipses will be produced. 

The algorithm is called into play when, in understanding, some input sen

tence cannot be analyzed with ordinary application of understanding processes. 

In production, it would be triggered by the presence of a concept to be expressed, 

parts of which are identical to each other. 

The algorithm consists of four main phases. The first is an information

collecting phase. Information about the type of coordination and the boundaries 
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of the clauses is recorded for use in breaking up the sentence or sentences into its 

constituent phrases. 

In the second phase, constraints on the acceptability of the ellipsis are 

checked. These constraints are the exceptions to the general rule of ellipsis, and 

are applied to supress the production of ungrammtical or unnatural ellipses. 

These constraints are discussed in a later section of this paper. 

The third phase consists of a "match-and-insert" process used to resolve an 

ellipsis, or a deletion process used to produce an ellipsis. This is followed by the 

last phase, in which the sentence is reanalyzed or the ellipsis is produced. 

ALGORITHM 

1) Determine if the utterance was in response to a question. 

2) 

If so, we do not use this heuristic to resolve the ellipsis. 

Cheek for the presence or coordinators, subordinators, elause con
tainers, other speeial words and punctuation. 

Coordinator$: and, but, or, nor, for. 

Correlative conjunctions: either-or, neither-nor, both-and, not-only-but-also. 

Subordinator$: after, although, as if, as long as, as soon as, because, before, 
if, in order that, sinct>, so that, than, though, unless, until, when, whenever, 
where, wherever, while 

Inversion Triggers: neither, nor, so 

Boundaries: sentence boundaries, intonation clues if present. 

Punctuation: commas, semi-commas, periods, question marks, exclamation 
marks. 

The algorithm uses this information in step 4 to determine where the coordi
nated "thoughts" occur. 

As a result of this step, the algorithm has more information to be used later 
in determining where the boundaries or the conjoined thoughts or phrases 
are, and the applicability and use of the heuristic. 
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3) Cheek tor eonstraln ta. 

These constraints may be found in Section 6 of this paper. 

If we are producing an ellipsis, specific constraints are applied, usmg the 

information obtained above. 

If the sentence cannot comply with the constraints, we do not produce the 

ellipsis. 

In understanding, inputs which violate the constraints are ungrammatical. If 

the match-and-insert process can resolve the ellipsis in spite of the ungram

maticality, then we have the option of resolving the input, or rejecting it 

with a flag to the user that the input was unacceptable. 

4) Divide sentenee into appropriate elauses. 

Given the information obtained in step 1, we can divide the input into 

clauses. For ex ample, given: 

4.1) John went to the store and the laundromat. 

We subdivide the sentence into the following clauses: 

4.2) John went to the store 

the laundromat 

Similarly, we have: 

4.3) \Vhat is the difference between Japanese eggplant and Chinese! 

4.4) What is the difference between Japanese eggplant 

Chinese 

4.5) Did John go to New York! 

To Los Angeles! 

Note that in the last example, the sentences are already divided into the 

correct components. In all the examples I have come across, we can 

appropriately divide the input into the different subclauses or parts by con

sidering the presence or absence of the information collected in steps 2 and 3 

of this algorithm. 

5) It understanding, begin matehlng. 
Ir produeing, omit. 

Undentanding: 

The matching process begins at the first words of each clause. Words which 

are identical lexical items are matched together and an insertion process 

begins. If there are no words which match exactly, a match is performed to 

find the first words which have the same part-of-speech, and then the 
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insertion process begins. 

If there is more than one possible match, semantic category information is 
used to pick the best match. 

In the insertion process, missing word are inserted before the matched word 
or words, up to the clause container or the beginning of the sentence. 

Continue matching after this word. 

Allow subject-auxiliaries to match with auxiliaries-subject if there was an 
inversion trigger, to resolve examples like: 

4.6) Mary will go, and so will John [go]. 

Complete phrases or constituent as appropriate by insertion. 
Stop after phrase or constituent has been completed. 

Ir this last insertion took place at the end or the first clause, then no words 
after the completion are inserted from the end of the sentence. 

This allows for the correct resolution of sentences like: 

4.7) Brian wrote to his parents and [Brian] will be writing again today. 

Pronouns are considered to_ match with noun phrases, when they occur in 
the identical positions in the clauses. For example, giv.en: 

4.8) John likes rice however she doesn't [like] beans. 

The noun phrase "John" would match part-of-speech with the pronoun 
"she''. 

Ir a verb without subject is introduced, check agreement and correct if 
necessary. This heuristic looks not only at the subject but any auxiliaries 
that might be retained. For example, the following sentences require 
changes with agreement. 

4.Q) What are the prices of your two largest computers? 
Speed? 
[What is the] speed [of your two largest computers]? 

4.10) She is writing to her parents today and will again tomorrow. 
She is writing to her parents today and will [write to her parents] 
again tomorrow. 

Negatives are considered "a.tta.ched" to the verb a.nd form one indivisible 
unit for matching purposes. 

Auxiliaries are only inserted from the first clause to the second. 
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If the coordinator is a negative coordinator such as neither or nor, double 
negatives present in the first clause like "not" and "no" are not inserted in 
the second clause. 

Producing: 

The production of ellipsis is governed by constraints on where identical 
material occurs in the complete sentence to be produced. These constraints, 

although fairly complicated, give guidelines for the determination of whether 
the identical material is more naturally omitted from, for example, the first 

clause or the second clause of the sentence to be produced. These con
straints have not yet been added to the UC system. Detailed descriptions of 

the constraints used to produce ellipsis may be found in (Ross, 1Q70) and 

(Van Oirsouw, 1Q84). 

6) Reanalyze sentenc:e or produc:e sentenc:e. 

Understanding: 

Reanalyzation of the sentence is performed anew. Although some of the 
information obtained from the first analyzation could be useful, some form 
of new analysis must be performed to obtain a complete and correct concep

tual representation of the input. 

In production: 

The ellipsis is produced to the user. 

It is important to note that the understanding algorithm and the production 

algorithm operate on different inputs, and give different outputs. This makes for 

an inevitable difference in processing strategy. In the production of ellipses, we 

assume a full sentence containing identical parts, and use clues to determine what 

to omit from the actual production of the utterance. In understanding, the pro

cess of analyzing an ellipsis involves determining repeated structure and from 

that, filling in what is necessary to make the coordinated structures match. How

ever, constraints which govern the acceptability of ellipsis as discussed in Section 

6 are accessed by both the production algorithm and the understanding algo

rithm. The constraints are used by the production algorithm to inhibit produc

tion of unacceptable ellipses, and by the understanding component to detect 

ungrammatical inputs. 
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Example 

Let us examine a trace of the understanding component of the algorithm on 

two examples: 

4.11) The difference between the ta.x on earned and on unearned mcome lS 

enormous. 

The algorithm notes the presence of the keywords "and" and "between" and 

breaks the sentence into three parts according to where explicit clause containers 

as listed above occur: 

The difference between 
the ta.x on earned 
on unearned income is enormous. 

Now the identical lexical items are identified. The word "on" appears first 

m both clauses. The insertion process then inserts whatever words are missing 

from the second clause, in this case, the words "the ta.x". Now we try to match 

identical words, but no more exist. The algorithm then tries to match identical 

part-of-speech. The words "earned" and "unearned" match by this criterion. 

Insertion is then performed again to complete the phrase in the first clause in the 

same way as in the second clause. In order to complete the noun-phrase, the 

algorithm inserts the word "income" to the first clause. Now that the phrase is 

complete, the insertion terminates. 

The next example also illustrates some of the power of the algorithm. 

4.12) They no doubt can and should but probably won't pay the full fee. 

In this example, we see that the heuristic must be applied to three clauses. 

The algorithm begins the matching always from the last clause to the first, as, 

when there are multiple clauses, the realized constituents always appear in the 

last clause. Thus initially the algorithm breaks the sentence up into its three 
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constituent clauses: 

They no doubt can 
should 

probably wont pay the full fee 

After breaking the sentence up into its constituent clauses, the algorithm 

proceeds to match the first clause to the last clause as follows: 

probably wont pay the full fee 
They no doubt can 

which yields: 

They no doubt can pay the full fee. 

Note that the modifier "probably" matches "no doubt". Given the above 

matched constituent, we match: 

will yield: 

They no doubt can pay the full fee 

should 

They should pay the full fee 

to get the full sentence. Remembering that we consider all adverbials to be 

"attached" to the auxiliary and that the resulting unit matches auxiliaries, "no 

doubt" will be attached to "can", and the resulting adverbial- auxiliary pair "no 

doubt can" will match the auxiliary "should". 
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6. Implementation 

The understanding component or the ellipsis algorithm is coded in Franz 

LISP. It runs as a separate module called by the PHRAN analyzer (Wilensky 

and Arens, 1Q80) as part of the UC (Unix Consultant) system (Wilensky, Arens 

and Chin, 1Q84) in the event that the PHRAN cannot successfully parse the 

input. The generator PHRED (Jacobs, 1Q83) does not yet access the constraints 

on the production of ellipses in forming its output. The following is a small sam

ple or ellipsis resolution by the algorithm. 

To a UC '#' prompt, please type in your questions about Unix in English. To 

leave, just type a ··n· or '(exit)'. 

Hello. 
How can I help you 7 

# How do I delete a file! 
Typing 'rm filename' will remove the file with name filename from your current 

directory. 

# A directory! 
Typing 'rm -r directoryname' will recursively delete the directory with name 

directoryname and all the file and directories contained in the directory. 

# What is the best way to create a file 7 
The best way to create a new file is to use the editor, i.e.- 'ex filename'. 

# A directory? 
Typing 'mkdir directoryname' will create a directory with name directoryname in 

your current directory. 

# How can I sort a file? 
Type 'sort filel' to sort the file with name filel. 

# Compare two files? 
To compare two files, type 'diff file! file2'. 

# What is a directory! 
A directory in Unix is a special file which contains other files and directories. 

This provides a hierarchical format for naming files by giving the path or direc

tories in which a file is contained. Such a name where directories are separated by 

'/'is called a path name (q.v.). 

#An operating system! 
An operating system is a large program(s) that serves as an interface between the 

user and the machine and which provides a collection or helpful utilities such as a 
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file system( q. v. ). 

The implementation takes only a tiny fraction of the total code and total 

time used for parsing. The module is completely independent of the parser, and 

needs only the partial syntactic analysis of the input and a copy of the previous 

input as typed by the user and its parse to operate. 
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e. Constraints 

In this section, some commonly accepted constraints on ellipsis are illus

trated. These are the constraints referred to in Section 4, part 4 of this paper. 

The production component will reject an elliptical construction that violates one 

of these constraints. The understanding component of the system has the option 

of notifying the user that the input was ungrammatical, or silently reconstructing 

the questionable interpretation. An exception to these constraints would cause 

the production component to generate a potentially unusual sounding sentence, 

or would cause the understanding component to flag an acceptable sentence as 

questionable. The examples are from Halliday and Hasan (1976), and from 

Lanacker (1963). 

1) Do not produce more than two noun phrases in a row. 

6.1) •I bought Sally roses and Jack (bought) Jane lilies. 

2) Only elide subject and auxiliaries, or auxiliaries only, from clauses subse
quent to the first clause. 

3) 

6.2) 

6.3) 

Peter must have broken in and (Peter must have] stolen the papers. 
•[Peter must have] broken in and Peter must have stolen the 
papers. 

Peter must have broken in and John [must have] stolen the papers. 
•Peter [must have] broken in and John must have stolen the 
papers. 

Do not elide subject and/or auxiliaries or verb when there are two coordi
nated clauses, the second of which contains a subordinate clause. 

6.4) •Peter must have broken in and I'm sure that [Peter must have) 
stolen the papers. 

6.5) •John must clean the shed and it seems that Peter (must} read his 
book. 

6.6) •Paul likes Mary and I know that Peter (likes] Joan. 
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Elide only auxiliaries only if the subject is core(erential in the two clauses. 

It is most natural in this case to delete all the auxiliaries. 

6.7) John must clean the shed and Peter [must] read his book. 

6.8) •Peter must clean the shed and Peter [must] read his book. 

6.9) •Peter must clean the shed and he [must] read his book. 

6.10) •Peter may be cleaning the shed and Peter may (be] reading his 

book. 
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7. Summary and Conclusions 

I have proposed that ellipses which belong to the class of coordinated struc

tures may be mostly resolved with a uniform processing strategy. This processing 

strategy does not apply to ellipses which arise as answers to questions and which 

are members or a small class or metonymic utterances. 

The proposed algorithm resolves the ellipses belonging to the class of coordi

nated structures. The algorithm uses surface syntactic clues, word order informa

tion and semantic category information to perform the resolution. Effective con

straints are included for production or ellipses, and for the detection or ungram

matical inputs, if desired. A discussion of one of the problems with this approach 

was also given. 

Not only does the strategy of match-and-insert of constituent structures 

work, it succeeds in accomplishing two important objectives. First, it condenses 

previously considered separate linguistic transformations into one phenomenon. 

Gapping, Coordinate Reduction, Verb-phrase Deletion, and Right-node Raising, 

for example, are all treated in a uniform manner. This uniformity in processing 

suggests that previously considered separate rules in the linguistic sense might 

not be separate phenomenon at all. The approach is also useful in resolving 

ellipses which occur across sentence boundaries. 

Secondly, this approach proposes a new theory or the formation and under

standing of utterances. Implicit in this approach is the belief that in understand

ing, patterns of syntactic information, along with semantic information, are util

ized to "fill in" perceived gap3 in the grammatical structure or utterances. In 

production, it is proposed that an utterance must be formed completely before 

the production or ellipses may take place. After formation, the omission or words 

occurs as a result or perceived redundancy in the surface structure. Thus a 

heuristic which says "don't say more than you have to" could be thought to be 
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at work. 

Also implicit in this approach is the belief that ellipses which contain match

ing structures necessitate a different kind of processing strategy from that which 

the normal language understander does. This process specifically utilizes the 

presence of the matching structures in the ellipsis. The presence of such a 

separate strategy suggests that other linguistic phenomena which are difficult to 

handle by an extension of the "core grammar" in the system might also be better 

or more completely handled by a processing component specifically tailored to 

that phenomenon. Some candidates for such an approach might be the under

standing of answers to questions, and the understanding of various kinds of ill

formed input. 
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8. Appendix 

In this appendix, I will give examples of many different kinds of ellipses 

which the algorithm given can resolve. Most of the examples and the 

classification scheme are taken from Halliday and Hasan (Halliday and Hasan, 

1976). These examples are not all parsed by PHRAN due to limitations of the 

database. However simulation via attachment of the appropriate syntactic and 

semantic category information has allowed the algorithm to be actually tested on 

most of these examples. 

ELLIPSIS OF LEXICAL VERB 

8.1) She has written to her parents and he may [write) to his sister. 

8.3) Alice was happy and Susan [was) miserable. 

8.4) I work on a farm and my brother [works) in a factory. 

8.5) She is writing to her parents and [she) will be [writing) to her brother. 

ELLIPSIS OF VERB INCLUDING AUXILIARY 

8.6) Paul is flying to N.Y. tomorrow and [Paul is flying) to L.A. next week. 

ELLIPSIS OF VERB AND SUBJECT COMPLEMENT 

8.7) John was the winner in 1970 and Bob [was the winner] in 1971. 

8.8) It's cold in December in New England but [it's cold) in July in New Zea
land. 

ELLIPSIS OF VERB AND OBJECT 

8.9) Mary will cook the dinner today and Joan (will cook the dinner} tomor
row. 
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ELLIPSIS OF AUXILIARIES 

Present and modal 
8.10) John understands the situation and surely Peter should [understand the 

situation]. 

Past and modal 
8.11) Bob entered the competition and Paul may [enter the competition]. 

Perreet and modal 
8.12) John hasn't met my brother yet but (he) will (meet my brother) soon. 

Progressive and modal 
8.13) Peter is complaining about the noise but John won't (complain about the 

noise]. 

Progressive and perfect 
8.14) John is questioning our motives and Bill has [questioned] our results. 

Past and perfect 
8.15) ~eter saw your parents last week, but [he] hasn't [seen your parents] 

smce. 

ELLIPSIS OF ADVERBIAL 

8.16) Tom was at Oxford, but his brother wasn't [at Oxford]. 

8.17) Brian wrote to his parents and [Brian] will be writing [to his parents] 
again today. 

8.18) He spoke for the first [motion] and against the second motion. 

ELLIPSIS OF HEAD OF NOUN PHRASE 

8.1Q) \Ve wanted fried fish, but they gave us boiled [fish]. 

8.20) She will drive to [London), but [she will] fly back from London. 

8.21) He was a friend to [the party leader], and [he was] a strong supporter of, 
the party leader. 

ELLIPSIS OF COMPLEMENT OF PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE 

8.22) John crawled under [the fence), but Bill climbed over, the fence. 
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8.23) He walked up !the hill], and [he] ran down, the hill. 

ELLIPSIS IN REPEATED QUESTIONS 

8.24) How are you going to school! 
How is John! 

8.25) What kind of ice cream do you like! 
What kind of candy! 

8.26) Where do you put your clothes! 
And your shoes! 

ELLIPSIS IN RELATED UTTERANCES 

8.27) Mary thinks vanilla is the best kind of ice cream. 
John thinks chocolate. 

8.28) I ordered white wine. 
Not red. 

8.2Q) Put the ball on the table. 
Now the cube. 

8.30) This is a big elephant with floppy ears. 
That isn't. 
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